When it comes to built environments, architects often make bold statements about user responses and behaviors that will occur within their designs, but design choices are often made solely by the designer’s intuition. Neuroscientific research implicates posterior cortical networks in processing the layout of built-environments thus suggesting that visual perception drives responses to built environments. Thus the goals of the current study - conducted in collaboration with Stantec Architecture Ltd. - were threefold: 1) To examine the relationship between design intent and the realized space, 2) To develop a closer understanding of how visual perception of the physical features of space influences behavior and experience and 3) To examine ways in which such relationships can be used during the design process to create a more successful building. Here the properties of the environment were described through the use of both visibility graph analysis and isovist analysis as these metrics allow for accurate descriptions of large environments as well as viewer-based descriptions of space. Post-occupancy evaluation was conducted within the University of Toronto: Scarborough Student Centre, including questionnaires, user mapping exercises, and both entry/destination path and location-based behavior observations. Such data allowed for the examination of a) whether the architect’s stated design intent was achieved and b) the relationship between visual properties of the environment and experience.

The results demonstrated that although experienced designers can create spaces which foster desired behaviors, there are situations in which their intuition can result in spaces which do not perform as predicted. Furthermore, it appears that navigation behavior and responses towards particular spaces are influenced by visual perception, primarily by the physical properties of the space as captured by visibility graph integration and isovist properties. Social cues and memory factors, as captured by the presence of others and previous usage of the building, may additionally influence responses. By elucidating the complex relationships between the visual perception of space and the behaviors and responses to built environments, the findings here could provide designers with better tools to more fully realize their design intent and to create buildings which are better aligned with their user’s needs.
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